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Abstract: RINEX format is a result of an effort to standardize exchanging GNSS related

data in human readable receiver independent format. Besides observation data, RINEX

is also de facto standard for exchanging navigation message or meteorological data. The

paper describes simple compression methods for navigation messages and meteorological

data files. Both formats have their specific features, therefore different methods were

used. Followed by standard compression the algorithms reduce the file size by more than

20 percent compared to standard compression. Thanks to the properties of weather and

regular parameter observations it allows to reduce the file size of meteorological RINEX

to a mere fraction of its original size.
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1. Introduction

File compression is nowadays daily routine for many people. There are
plenty of standard compression methods, among the most popular are ZIP,
Z, GZ, 7Z, RAR, ARJ and others. Most of the methods are based on the
LZ technique. In their famous papers Ziv and Lempel (1977) and (1978)
introduced a new method that searched for repeating sequences in text and
replaced and encoded these into few bits. The method has been modi-
fied several times and improved by the original authors and also by others:
LZW (Welch, 1984), LZSS (Storer and Szymanski, 1982), LZMA/LZMA2
(Cormack and Horspool, 1987).

The most common method of RINEX data compression is standard
LINUX compress, sometimes denoted as Z (because compressed file has
an extension .Z). This compression method is considered as standard com-
pression in this paper. It is also based on LZ algorithm.
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Contrary to standard sequence based compression there may be file spe-
cific compressions. These compressions use the specific features of data
stored in them to compress them on other sequence based principles. One
example for all can be CRINEX or Compressed RINEX format (Hatanaka,
1996). Y. Hatanaka has developed a very effective and powerful algorithm
for compressing observation data. RNX2CRX compression program takes
advantage of the fact that data concerning single satellite are similar and
change slightly if observed regularly. Therefore instead of parameter values,
the 3rd order differences are used, for more details see Hatanaka (2008).
Unchanged values are omitted and using this approach the observation files
can be compressed to approximately third of original size. The resulting
text file is still suitable to be compressed with standard LZW techniques.

Although the observation data files use by far the largest amount of data
storage, the other RINEX types are being stored as well and these are usu-
ally only compressed by standard means. The navigation messages as well
as meteorological data files are usually rather small, typically several tens
to hundreds of Kilobytes. The need to compress the data is therefore not as
urgent as in the case of observation files. On the other hand, smaller files
take less storage space and less time to send via network. This led to testing
the possibilities of compression of both file types. The tests have been ex-
amined on widely used RINEX format v2.11 (Gurtner, 2002) with intention
to upgrade the algorithm to format RINEX 3 if compression proves to be
effective. It is expected that the upgrade to an up-to-date RINEX version
would require only minor changes while the principles of the compression
would stay unchanged.

2. Navigation message

Navigation message is a list of values needed to describe the satellites orbit.
These are further used to determine satellite precise position at the specific
epoch. The number and type of parameters are specific for each satellite
system. Like all other RINEX files, the navigation RINEX consists of a
header section and the data section (Gurtner and Estey, 2009).

The header stores required and additional information. The 80-character
line length is divided to two parts (60 and 20 characters) that defines the
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parameter value and parameter description. There may be more parameters
in a single line.

The data section follows right after “END OF HEADER” caption. Each
line is divided into five columns. The first one is only 3 characters long
and it shows the satellite number in the first line or is left empty in every
other line concerning a single satellite. The following 19 characters of a
first line is reserved for time information. The rest of data is stored in
19-character long columns in scientific floating point format. Although the
format specifications (2.10 or 3.01) require numbers to be written in D19.12
format, it is not strictly defined if leading zero or leading non-zero should
be used. Some navigation messages use floating point as a first character.
These differences can be easily handled when compressing data, but they
are always decompressed to the format with non-leading zero, as it stores
maximum digits (13). The compression therefore cannot be considered 100%
lossless, although the values keep unchanged.

Unlike in observation RINEX, most of the data in navigation message
changes dramatically, as there are different satellites in different positions
with respect to the Earth in different time epochs and different data type.
Therefore the differences cannot be used. However, there are several facts
that can be utilized when intending to compress data.

2.1. Redundant characters and data

The only redundant character in header is usually an empty space. If the
sequence of empty spaces exceeds 3, it can be easily substituted with $DD,
where DD is an integer describing the length of the space sequence. If a
half of the 60-character long space is empty, the reduction is quite effective.
However a header section is rather short and if we intend to further com-
press it with standard tools, it may not lead to considerable results. This
compression is a recommended option but can be easily turned off without
dramatic loss of reduction.

The part where we expect most of compression is a data part. First
of all we read the first line of data section and define the reference time.
Many of the navigation messages are sorted timewise from oldest to latest
data. Therefore if we keep the reference record and only use time deltas (in
seconds) the most of reserved 19-character long room can be saved.
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The current version of compression tool swaps the time information and
satellite number. This has been chosen as a suitable solution for compati-
bility with CMET tool which also displays time deltas at the first place. If
there is no time delta (i.e. the epoch of data is the same as a reference) it
is left empty and the satellite number follows.

When we examine the rest of data, in either GPS or GLONASS navi-
gation messages, we can easily identify redundant characters repeating in
every single value. These are a dot (floating point) and an exponent marker
(in RINEX 2.11 usually D, later E). Skipping these characters would save
8 out of 80 characters of a line (10%). We save 3 more characters in most
of the lines if we skip first 3 characters as they are empty in every data line
except the first one. However, this gain is balanced with 3-space loss when
separating spaces are wedged between the values. Thanks to the separating
spaces, the positive values do not have to be signed.

Thus we have removed all redundant characters occurring in every num-
ber. However, there can be plenty of more. First of all, the leading zeros
in exponents should be removed. As the most of the exponents are within
range < −9; 9 > we can save some digits. If we further omit the zero expo-
nents completely and left only sign (“+” or “−”) if the exponent is +1 or
−1, we can save another valuable characters.

2.2. Character groups replacement

If a value of a parameter is 0, it takes 19 characters of storage in the RINEX
format. Let us leave out the value completely. If a value is expected and
nothing is found, the value is 0. This can save us all 19 characters except
separating space. Thus one or more empty spaces might occur following
each other. We can further introduce the replacement: “ ” for two spaces,
“=” for three and “|” for four empty spaces and thus compress more zero
values to a single character.

Hatanaka algorithm takes advantage of periodically repeated observation
of the same satellites. The observed values therefore change only of a small
amount and can be counted using differences. As the orbits of the observed
satellites are very smooth, the differences can be determined very precisely
and therefore the remaining deltas are small and take much less bytes. The
NAV files are different. They provide us with the complete information for
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Table 1. Suggested conversion table for half byte conversion. “0x” prefix denotes hex-
adecimal number

each satellite. The satellite numbers may repeat but usually they are used
only a single time as it is also recommended in (Gurtner and Estey, 2009).

Despite aforementioned, several parameters may have the same value for
more or even all satellites (GPS week for instance). These values, after once
defined, can be replaced by a single character (“!”) until different value oc-
curs for this parameter.

The occurrence of the very same values is rather rare in NAV files. How-
ever, the repeating exponents are not rare at all. As they describe similar
phenomena, the values are usually very similar in the terms of exponents.
Therefore by replacing all repeating exponents (except −1, 0 and 1 for ob-
vious reasons) by “?” we can save some more space.

Using the procedure above we can compress NAV RINEX to approxi-
mately a half of its original size. As mostly text replacement methods were
used, this file can still be further compressed using standard methods. The
advantage of this step-by-step compression is that almost every step can by
skipped if a user wishes to keep more than required minimum of informa-
tion. The results of this compression, further referred as CNAV, are shown
in Table 3 and compared with other compression methods.

2.3. Half byte compression

When closely inspecting RINEX files it is obvious that the data part consists
mostly of digits 0-9, empty spaces, + and – signs and/or few other charac-
ters. If we only need 16 characters to cover all the needs of data section,
we can split 8 bits of a byte (character) to two parts and thus compress two
characters to a single one.

Using the CNAV compression described in the previous section, we can
convert a number “+5.258714651000D+06” to “5258714651+6”. It has
shrunk from 19 to 12 characters. However if we further use the conver-
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sion table (Table 1) it translates to 6-character long record: “RXqFQ|” (as
byte value 0x52 represent character value “R”, 0x58 represents “X” etc.).

If odd number of characters is used, the empty sign 0xE is used to com-
plement the couple. As the new line character is 0x13 in hexadecimal, to
avoid mismatch (translating a new line to decimal 13), different new line
character must have been chosen. Thanks to reserved half byte 0xF, there
is a range of free bytes that can be used from F0 through FF. For a newline
0xFF is used. There are also special bytes for beginning of file, beginning
and end of an uncompressed section.

This compression reduces the size substantially. However, as the output
is not human readable and contains many more characters, fewer patterns
appear there and therefore standard compression methods are not as ef-
fective as usually. The tests of various RINEX files proved that the most
effective (and recommended) technique is a CNAV compression followed by
standard compress. The only exception is compressing very large naviga-
tional RINEX files. In such case, the half byte compression is slightly more
effective, although the storage reduction is usually negligible.

The half byte compression has also been tested on Hatanaka compressed
observation RINEX. CRINEX data section only contains characters listed
in Table 1 (except plus sign), therefore it is possible to apply this method.
The files were compressed by standard compress function after half byte con-
version. Although the half byte algorithm reduces the size of compressed
RINEX to roughly a half of the original size, further standard compression
usually ends up with file size slightly larger than Z compressed CRINEX.
See Table 3 for results.

2.4. Binary compression

The half byte compression makes use of the fact that most of the data in
RINEX files are digits. In fact, all characters are ordered in a specific way
to represent certain numbers, even minus sign or exponent characters (this
can be D or E, the former is more frequent) have their meanings. This
allows to translate and write down every number in its binary form.

Each number can be expressed as floating point number and an expo-
nent. Ignoring floating point we convert this decimal number to binary as
well as exponent. One byte offers range 256 values. If first bit is reserved
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for sign, it offers range (−127:127). Note that standard range is −128:127,
one byte (10000000 or decimal −0) thus stays reserved for special purposes.
Such range exceeds by far the needs of exponent values in RINEX (these
are usually in magnitudes up to 12 in absolute values). Therefore we only
need one byte or none for exponent part.

If 127, a 3-digit long number, is maximum possible value that can be
written in binary using a single byte, how many bytes are needed for 13-
digit long numbers in RINEX?

Table 2 shows number of bytes required to write certain maximum value.
As the maximum number of decimal places used in RINEX file is 13, it is
obvious that the maximum length of a number would take 6 + 1 characters
(6 bytes for “base” is sufficient and 1 byte for exponent). This may lead to
reserving 4× 7 = 28 characters in each line for data, which is a rather good
compression from original 79 characters. Many numbers require less than
6+1 bytes in their binary form, therefore many empty bytes (0x0) may
appear which may lead to better results when further compressing with
standard tools (.Z). This compression has been tested and further denoted
as NAVBIN4.

Table 2. The largest number when using specific number of bytes. If there is a possibility
to define negative sign elsewhere, the range is doubled

However, if we suppose that at least four bytes can be saved when not
filling reserved bytes, it is worth to use another approach. Let us use the
first byte to define number of values in line (usually n = 4) and following
n/2 bytes defining which bytes are reserved for which numbers. As we al-
ways use less than 8 bytes for a base number and at most 1 byte for an
exponent, 3 bits can be used for a base and 1 for the exponents. If odd
number of values are used (e.g. in first line of data), 4 free bits 0000 are
added to complete a byte. This definition of bytes are followed by values
in binary. As the positions are strictly given, no division marks are needed
between numbers.

Now we will examine the conversion on the same number as in the
case of half byte compression. The number “+5.258714651000D+06” is
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first divided into two parts (5258714651,6) and both numbers converted to
binary: (0000000100111001011100011001111000011011, 00000110). It will
thus need 5+1 bytes to write it down and half of a byte to define the posi-
tion.

Let us see what happens if we compress the whole line:

4.100000000000D+01−5.656250000000D+00 5.263790686582D-09 1.553898
170302D+00

3 bytes are used to define the number of values and positions. The values of
a line can be stored in (1+1) + (3+0) + (6+1) + (6+0) bytes. 79 characters
are thus compressed to 21 bytes.

2.5. Comparison of various methods for navigation message com-
pression

The results of testing various navigation message compression methods are
available in Table 3C. The NAV files for stations ALIC (Australia), GANP
(Slovakia) and MIKL (Ukraine) are compared in the table, although several
other stations were tested as well.

Table 3 compares the performances of various compression methods. The
navigation messages of various satellite systems and various stations were
used. It is obvious that the compression itself is usually less effective than
standard LZW compression. Therefore all comparisons and conclusions
should be done when the files are further LZW compressed. There are
several conclusions based on the results in Table 3 and other tests:

1. The half byte compression is less effective than LZW compressed CNAV
in most cases.

2. The performance of NAV2BIN is better or comparable with NAV4BIN.

3. NAV2BIN does not have to be the most effective way of compressing
data, CNAV may perform better when not compressing very small or
very large files.

4. Aforementioned is true regardless of whether compressing GLONASS
or NAVSTAR files.
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Table 3. Performance of various compression methods. .n or .g denotes navigation RINEX
(NAVSTAR or GLONASS, respectively), Z denotes LINUX Z compression (compress),
C CNAV compression, H additional half byte compression after CNAV compression, B4
NAV4BIN and B NAV2BIN compression methods

3. METEO RINEX

METEO RINEX consists, as a navigation message, of a header part and a
data part. The header follows the same specifications like the navigation
message. It can but does not have to be compressed using the empty space
replacement described in CNAV section.

The data part structure is different than in NAV RINEX. There is an
epoch information in the first 18 characters. The following characters are
used for meteorological parameters. Each of the parameters takes exactly 7
characters (format %7.1f) with leading empty spaces. No empty spaces are
added between parameters. If more than 8 parameters are used, the follow-
ing lines can be used according to Gurtner and Estey (2009). However, only
files with maximum of 7 parameters were used when testing the algorithm.

The time delta between following epochs is usually a constant. Therefore
if we set up a reference epoch in the first data line and the time delta in the
second, the time info can be omitted totally in the rest of the file, unless
there are missing epochs. In such a case, the reference time and delta must
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be redefined again. Using this approach we save 18 characters of each line
besides the first two.

The RINEX specification reserves exactly 1 decimal place for each of the
parameters. Therefore when text compressing meteorological data, these
are multiplied by 10 and used as integers instead of floating point numbers.
This saves a dot in each parameter.

The weather is an ideal phenomenon to describe by differences. Espe-
cially when short intervals are used, the meteorological parameters change
subtly or not at all. There are three possible changes: no change signalized
by a character “0”, increase characterized by “+” and its value or decrease
characterized by “−” followed by its absolute value. The zero differences
can be as well substituted with empty spaces and further replaced by spe-
cial signs for space substitution described in CNAV section. The rest of the
values are differences. They are separated by their sign, therefore no addi-
tional character (such as empty space) must be added between the values.
If +1 or −1 is to be used (i.e. when the parameter value changes by 0.1),
the digit can be omitted.

As the meteorological data changes only slightly, there are many epochs
when no change appears in more parameters. This leads to conversion where
no digits are used and therefore the half byte conversion does not even have
to be considered as it compresses less effectively than standard algorithm
described above.

Using this simple routine the meteorological RINEX file can be com-
pressed to significantly smaller size than using standard LZW compression
and still be fit for further standard compression. The tests were examined
on three meteorological RINEX files from different stations with various
record rate BOR1 in Poland (10 minutes), ALIC in Australia (30 second
rate) and TITZ in Germany (10 seconds). For results see Table 4.

Table 4 shows that CMET compression alone is more effective than LZW
compression. The larger files are compressed better because the shorter in-
terval means (besides more data) lesser changes in parameters and therefore
better compression. As the CMET compressions rely fully on text manipu-
lations (unlike the binary decomposition based compression methods), there
are always many patterns that can be efficiently compressed by LZW. In
Table 4 we can see the best result – the file compressed to 1.7% of its orig-
inal size or 9.5% of the LZW compressed size. The compression rate in
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Table 4. Performance of various compression methods: .m denotes uncompressed meteo-
rological RINEX, Z denotes LZW (Z) compression and C CMET compression

BOR1 station is worse because the interval between records is 10 minutes
which means larger changes in weather parameters, which leads to worse
compression as less values can be skipped. However, CMET compression is
more efficient than LZW even in this case.

4. Conclusions

The simple modular compression of non-observation RINEX files has been
proposed and tested. It is based on text replacements and leaving out un-
necessary information. The compression provides several steps to compress
numeric data stored in the files. If needed for any reason, the most of the
steps can be skipped according to the required level of compression. Be-
cause the nature of the navigation message and meteorological RINEX is
different, various methods were used for compression of navigation message
(CNAV) and meteorological RINEX (CMET).

Two other compression methods based on binary decomposition have
also been proposed and tested. The resulting files were further compressed
by standard LZW (Z) compression which led to smaller files. The NAV2BIN
compression is a good tool for compressing very small or very large NAV
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files. However, for standard file sizes it is recommended to use CNAV
method followed by LZW compression.

The resulting file sizes have been compared to traditionally compressed
non-observation RINEX file. The navigation messages can be compressed
to approximately 80% or less of the original compressed file or to 15–30%
of the original navigation message size. The meteorological data, thanks
to the wheather properties, can be compressed to 10–40% of compressed
file (the larger the file, the better the compression) or to 2–10% of original
RINEX size.
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Appendix 1: Comparison of uncompressed NAV RINEX and
CNAV RINEX

Appendix 2: Comparison of uncompressed METEO RINEX and
CMET RINEX
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